Processing XML, some basics

- `xmlprocessfile` {name} {filename} {setup}
- `xmlprocessbuffer` {name} {filename} {setup}
- `xmlloadonly` {name} {filename} {setup}
- `xmlload` {name} {filename} {setup}
- `xmlloadbuffer` {name} {buffername} {setup}`
Injecting elements

\texttt{\textbackslash xmlall} \texttt{\{node\} \{pattern\}}

\texttt{\textbackslash xmlfirst} \texttt{\{node\} \{pattern\}}

\texttt{\textbackslash xmllast} \texttt{\{node\} \{pattern\}}

\texttt{\textbackslash xmlflush} \texttt{\{node\}}

\texttt{\textbackslash xmlraw} \texttt{\{node\} \{pattern\}}

\texttt{\textbackslash xmlcontext} \texttt{\{node\} \{pattern\}}

\texttt{\textbackslash xmlstrip} \texttt{\{node\} \{pattern\}}

\texttt{\textbackslash xmltag} \texttt{\{node\}}

\texttt{\textbackslash xmltext} \texttt{\{node\} \{pattern\}
Injecting attributes

\xmlatt \{node\} \{name\}

\xmlattdef \{node\} \{name\} \{default\}

\xmlattribute \{node\} \{pattern\} \{name\}

\xmlattributedef \{node\} \{pattern\} \{name\} \{default\}

Injecting properties

\xmlcount \{node\} \{pattern\}

\xmlname \{node\}

\xmlnamespace \{node\}
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Filters

\xmlcommand{node}{pattern}{setup}

\xmlfilter{node}{pattern}

Much more

\xmlverbatim{node}

\xmldisplayverbatim{node}

\xmlinlineverbatim{node}

\xmlinclude{node}{pattern}{attribute}

\xmlshow{node}
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